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 06/26/2012 · Dear all: I am quite new to acupoints, especially as to needling and moxibustion as treatment options. I have been
treating the'sleeping sickness' for many years now. I am mainly using the point BL-23, which, as I understand it, relates to the
'conception'. Another point I use is ST-36, which I understand to be a point related to the 'conception'. The Chinese name is
literally: dixin (eighteen) yangjia (buttock). It's located on the inner side of the lower leg, in the crease between the thigh and
calf. (A search for the English name on here leads to a number of other points of interest. Q. I am a bit uncertain about which

one of the following points should be used to treat the'sleeping sickness' ('sleeping beauty'): (a) SP-6 (Shen men), (b) SP-4
(Shoumen), or (c) GB-34 (Guanyuan). I have in mind the point located at the lower back, about half way between the iliac crest
and the sacrum. The only problem with this technique is that most of the points on the feet have 'open points' (that is, they have
a 'true point', but also a 'plum line' or 'blood vessel') rather than the usual closed points found on the hands. The above website

also gives the point locations on the hands and feet. I have tried using this approach on myself, with no noticeable effect. Is this
simply because the points I selected are 'open points', or should I select closed points instead? Looking for some advice. Thx.
You can either use the listed points on the back of your hands, on the backs of your feet, or you can simply use the two points

found on the center of the palm of your hands (about an inch below the knuckle) and in the center of the sole of your feet. (The
location of these points is the same no matter what kind of hands or feet you use) Note that in the text below, each reference to
a point is not a specific point; rather, it is a location. For example, the point ST-37 is referred to as a 'true point', as it is located

on the 'Tongtian' (the central point of the palm), and also 82157476af
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